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00:59 to: Robert Pereira  

G'Day  
 

00:59 to: Helen OTUK  

too much coffee?  
 

01:05 to: Brock Cook  

havnt had any coffee  
 

01:10 to: Helen OTUK  

lol :)  
 

01:11 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

i think you're gonna win the competition brock  
 

01:19 to: Michelle Perryman  

hi john  
 

01:27 to: Brock Cook  

its a team effort Clarissa....we all win  
 

01:34 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

haha love it  
 

01:36 to: Helen OTUK  

Maybe you need coffee then..lol  
 

01:39 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

failing forward?  
 

01:41 to: Sarah Bodell  

hi  
 

01:45 to: Sarah Bodell  

perfect  
 

02:01 to: Sarah Bodell  

:-)  
 

02:02 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

i would love to do all 24 hours.  shouldn't have started with the wine  
 

02:09 to: Brock Cook  

hahaha  
 

02:11 to: Linda renton  

Everything is working really well here!  
 

02:27 to: Michèe Verdonck  
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stats!!!  
 

02:27 to: Helen OTUK  

(c)  
 

02:37 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

great!  don't let your students see my coment about wine!  :o  
 

02:58 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

haha, its an appropriate wine time for you, isnt it anita?  
 

03:00 to: Sarah Bodell  

Hi Joaquin  
 

03:01 to: Michèe Verdonck  

students wine.. never!  
 

03:13 to: Linda renton  

Well Scottish students never drink any alcohol!!!LOL  
 

03:22 to: Brock Cook  

hahahah @ Linda  
 

03:25 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

of course not *cough* buckfast *cough*  
 

03:32 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

no, nothing as weak as wine lol  
 

03:36 to: Linda renton  

Hic from the audience!  
 

03:37 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

LOL  
 

03:47 to: Brock Cook  

student wine comes in a bag....  
 

03:54 to: Helen OTUK  

:o  
 

03:56 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

knife on left  
 

04:01 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

must be a lefty  
 

04:04 to: gail eva  

John is doing this talk in my kitchen. Perhaps I should pour him a glass of wine:)  
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04:06 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

spoon on left too  
 

04:23 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

ha ha gail  
 

04:24 to: Brock Cook  

is that blueberries in rice bubbles?  
 

04:25 to: Brock Cook  

:S  
 

04:29 to: Helen OTUK  

I thought that Anita, but wasn't going to say... i thought it was just me.  
 

04:30 to: Linda renton  

Come on guys concentrate!!!  
 

04:47 to: Brock Cook  

sorry Ms Linda :(  
 

04:57 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

yes mam  
 

04:58 to: Linda renton  

Mrs!!!  
 

05:19 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

yes gail, please do, we are now calling this the conference that you can wear PJs 
and drink wine  
 

05:52 to: gail eva  

hahaha yes!  
 

05:54 to: Brock Cook  

Ms= middle ground between assuming Miss or Mrs lol  
 

06:00 to: Michelle Perryman  

lol  
 

06:03 to: Samar Hassani  

lol  
 

06:08 to: Linda renton  

LOL  
 

06:57 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

and latn  
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07:00 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

latin  
 

07:01 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

we've heard a few of these words today!  
 

08:24 to: Helena Culshaw UK  

I can listen and multitask - I can offer a freshly baked Chelsea Bun in abut 1/2 hour 
or later if you want it drizzled with icing ;)  
 

08:39 to: Gillian Crossley UK  

save me some!  
 

08:41 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

yes please helen - extra icing for me  
 

08:44 to: Linda renton  

yummy yes please  
 

09:04 to: Linda renton  

we need 30!  
 

09:32 to: Helen OTUK  

Take care with your underpinning!  
 

09:41 to: Helena Culshaw UK  

oh - only 16 in a batch  
 

10:45 to: Sarah Bodell  

HI emma, welcome  
 

10:54 to: Emma Welsby #2  

Hello  
 

11:01 to: Emma Welsby #2  

Thank you  
 

11:16 to: Sarah Bodell  

we are discussing the philosphical underpinning or research  
 

11:34 to: Linda renton  

In most European OT Programmes students undertake philosophy!  
 

11:36 to: Sarah Bodell  

Hi Enrique, welcome  
 

11:42 to: Linda renton  

Hello Enrique  
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11:47 to: Enrique Henny  

Hi Sarah and everyone here  
 

12:58 to: Sarah Bodell  

hello again Najma :)  
 

13:04 to: najma adam  

hi  
 

14:03 to: najma adam  

:)  
 

14:34 to: Linda renton  

I like that  
 

14:46 to: Sarah Bodell  

I am pleased  
 

15:01 to: gail eva  

But it doesn't have Wigan on it.  
 

15:04 to: Sarah Bodell  

It does!!  
 

15:05 to: Linda renton  

"Qualitative doesn't"!!!! Great  
 

15:09 to: Sarah Bodell  

top left  
 

15:14 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

im Loving this presentation - challenging some of my own assumptions!!  
 

15:25 to: Sarah Bodell  

mine too  
 

15:42 to: gail eva  

You can imagine what it was like having John as a PhD supervisor!  
 

15:45 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

Nicely said  
 

15:45 to: Enrique Henny  

what such good images and examples!  
 

15:53 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

did you, gail?  
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16:02 to: gail eva  

I did :)  
 

16:07 to: gail eva  

He's superb.  
 

16:11 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

wow :D  
 

16:29 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

He would ask you such great questions!  
 

17:10 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

i can imagine!! i was very fortunate to have a research supervisor who challenged 
assumptions frequently but i love the analogies here!  
 

17:25 to: Linda renton  

yes me too  
 

20:58 to: Michelle Perryman  

I have the same as @clarissa.. Constant questioning and challeging but worth it.  
 

21:28 to: Brock Cook  

THAT IS A RAD HAT!!!  
 

21:29 to: Michelle Perryman  

FLY HAT JOHN  
 

21:30 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

mich she'd totally love this pres - will you pass it on to her?  
 

21:35 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

wow!!!!!!  
 

21:35 to: Michelle Perryman  

WILL DO CLARISSA.  
 

21:45 to: Becca (OT UK)  

(r) hat  
 

21:50 to: Linda renton  

WE like the hat John  
 

21:55 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

Great presentation :)  
 

22:02 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

(r)(r)(r)  
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22:03 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

can you turn up volume sarah  
 

22:04 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

can't hear you  
 

22:09 to: Michelle Perryman  

cant hear you.  
 

22:13 to: Linda renton  

Volume gone!  
 

22:17 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

that's better  
 

22:17 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

yep  
 

22:18 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

yes  
 

22:20 to: Linda renton  

yes great  
 

22:22 to: SamTozer  

much better  
 

22:22 to: John Paley  

Yes.  
 

22:22 to: Helen OTUK  

sound ok here  
 

22:59 to: Linda renton  

it as left over from earlier sorry.  
 

23:07 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

John, thanks for that presentation –it was great.  Two comments / questions… 
  
1.  While you made complete sense and I think I agree with all that you said, in our 
universities and in our wider resear  
 

23:07 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

ch communities, there are people who believe there is only one way to do research 
and that is quantitative.  Any tips on how to engage with people who view research 
in that way?  
  
2.  Doesn’ that poin  
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23:07 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

t highlight that qualitative and quantitative are two different ways of seeing the world 
and so are different ‘aradigms’that underlie researchers’views and methodologies?   
I therefore wonder if th  
 

23:07 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

ere is a distinction to be made –qual / quant as methods versus qual / quant as 
research paradigms?  
 

23:23 to: John Paley  

Yes, but its quite long.  
 

25:04 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

I agree, it's both sides.  
 

25:13 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

So it is a philosophical distinction?  
 

25:33 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

the types of questions you seek to answer  
 

25:44 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

sorry gang... i guess the adrenaline rush didn't help here  
 

25:50 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

I haven't got my earphones on  
 

25:57 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

just a tick  
 

26:17 to: Sarah Bodell  

No probs Bill, Welcome back  
 

26:49 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

Maybe I meant, the kids of things you want to find out about  
 

26:52 to: Michelle Perryman  

in result of Matthews question do you not think qualitative and quantitaive research 
compliment eachother in the views of paradigms? Do you think this may relate to 
wider population?  
 

26:55 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

*kinds  
 

26:55 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

how about mixed methods?  Don't know if it's already asked  
 

27:07 to: Michelle Perryman  

just did it bill  
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27:13 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

thanks  
 

27:29 to: Linda renton  

Hello OT2  
 

27:53 to: Year 2 Queen Margaret University Scotland  

Hello OT 3  
 

28:01 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

I notice that some people care about numbers more than feelings... so therefore they 
seem to be drawn towards different types of questions  
 

28:07 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

a personal philosophy  
 

28:40 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

good question!  
 

28:47 to: Brock Cook  

deep  
 

28:59 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

MM > >2. Doesn’ that point highlight that qualitative and quantitative are two 
different ways of seeing the world and so are different ‘aradigms’that underlie 
researchers’views and methodologies?   
 

28:59 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

I therefore wonder if there is a distinction to be made –qual / quant as methods 
versus qual / quant as research paradigms?  
 

29:37 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

your comment about tribalism  
 

30:32 to: Michelle Perryman  

by utalising mixed methods do you think this would support the views of the different 
worlds (paragdigm) and accomodate to both types of views?  
 

30:42 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

I care more about how people feel about doing a certain task than I care about the 
number of people that do a certain task...  
 

31:08 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

I don't think use of the tool is the issue, it's the assumptions people have which lead 
them to choose a particular tool and ignore others.  
 

31:09 to: Michelle Perryman  

to support relevance of research*  
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31:13 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

I think that people start from a certain standpint  
 

31:27 to: Enrique Henny  

text  
 

31:32 to: Enrique Henny  

Some times quantitative research is using before qualitative research is done then 
variables (for example) are not suited for the population where the research is 
applied. I am talking from non englis  
 

31:32 to: Enrique Henny  

h speaking countries that are under strong influences from other countries. So there 
is a trend toward qualitative research here in Chile. What are your thoughts about 
this situation?  
 

31:40 to: Enrique Henny  

yes  
 

33:50 to: Enrique Henny  

thank you  
 

33:56 to: Linda renton  

I am a 3rd year OT student at QMU edinburgh - How do you make quantative 
research more accessible to students who struggle with numbers, I am put off 
looking at Quant research because of this? Any adv  
 

33:56 to: Linda renton  

ice?  
 

34:17 to: Enrique Henny  

nice question  
 

34:51 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT  

I guess I will listen to the recording... hopefully I will be back in a few hours.  
 

36:14 to: Sarah Bodell  

hello 11000466!  
 

37:27 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

haha impressive sarah - clearly you dont struggle w numbers ;)  
 

37:30 to: Sarah Bodell  

i like that  
 

37:36 to: Linda renton  

thank you v much  
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37:46 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

wind tunnel is back  
 

38:14 to: Sarah Bodell  

:-)  
 

38:29 to: Brock Cook  

tormented by Seaseme St  
 

38:30 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

haha :)  
 

39:01 to: Linda renton  

Sorry the sound is poor  
 

39:16 to: Brock Cook  

i got no issue with the sound  
 

39:31 to: Sarah Bodell  

the sound is dependednt in part on local connections  
 

39:41 to: Michèe Verdonck  

move the toggle bars down at the talk and video buttons to change your sound  
 

39:42 to: Sarah Bodell  

that's why iits good for some but less so for others  
 

39:48 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

like economists  
 

40:51 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

Yes, I think that's what I worked out what you were saying  
 

41:04 to: Brock Cook  

great advice :)  
 

41:05 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

I feel more comfortable being me :)  
 

41:17 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

thanks  
 

41:23 to: Brock Cook  

y would you want to be anything else Anita :)  
 

41:46 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

Hangups from school about not being good at maths  
 

41:52 to: Linda renton  
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What a great talk John. We ar etaking away the importance of the question  
 

41:52 to: Robert Pereira  

Hi John. I'm a researcher who uses discourse analysis. What are your thoughts 
about the methodology behind the method? I believe that I need methodological 
guidance to help me work out why I am using   
 

41:52 to: Robert Pereira  

a particular set of tools (methods) to analyse discourses. Otherwise, my method is 
just based on a list of questions. How to understand methodologies has helped me 
significantly with using discourse a  
 

41:52 to: Robert Pereira  

nalysis.  
 

42:49 to: Sarah Bodell  

type away again, thankyou  
 

43:08 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

Sarah, I am turning off chat when you say that :)  
 

43:20 to: Samar Hassani  

do you think that quan research can help us control for confounding variables rather 
than relying entirly on participantd perception?  
 

43:36 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

ooh anita's still on the ball :D  
 

43:44 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

;)  
 

43:47 to: Robert Pereira  

I'm refering to policy analysis, sorry  
 

44:10 to: Linda renton  

The students here like the way you always say you need to "talk" the question 
through so much. Logical!  
 

44:17 to: Michèe Verdonck  

Anita should be asleep but she is a phd student early morning productivity is the 
norm  
 

44:59 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

Early morning??  Michele, it's whenever I can grab an hour at the moment  
 

45:03 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

:(  
 

45:06 to: Robert Pereira  
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I;m just saying that I believe methodology is so important  
 

45:21 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

Hi Michael  
 

45:27 to: Helen OTUK  

Hello Michael  
 

45:29 to: Linda renton  

Hello from Edinburgh Michael  
 

45:30 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

you missed an awesome session  
 

45:31 to: Brock Cook  

Gday Michael  
 

45:38 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

hi michael :)  
 

45:43 to: Ina - Melbourne  

hi Michael!  
 

45:52 to: Brock Cook  

popular fellow ;) lol  
 

45:57 to: Michael Iwama  

hi everyone! I am at work!  
 

46:15 to: Robert Pereira  

Thank you. *Pondering*  
 

46:16 to: Michael Iwama  

but happy to catch what I can!  
 

46:23 to: Linda renton  

Thanks John, you kept us all very engaged here in Edinburgh  
 

46:29 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

oh now youv said it! :)  
 

46:37 to: Matthew Molineux (Australia)  

Thanks John  
 

46:42 to: Samar Hassani  

Thank you John  
 

46:54 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89  

very interesting, thank you  
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47:03 to: Ina - Melbourne  

thanks John, great to listen to your ideas  
 

47:06 to: Michelle Perryman  

Thank youx  
 

47:11 to: Helen OTUK  

Thank you John.  
 

47:12 to: Paula Carey, NY, USA  

thank you  
 

47:19 to: gail eva  

Fantastic f1acilitation Sarah. Thank you  
 

47:26 to: Linda renton  

Bye everyone.  
 

47:45 to: Anita (@VirtualOT)  

Thank you... I enjoyed that session very much  
 

47:55 to: John Paley  

Thanks for the invitation. Glad you enjoyed it.  
 

48:16 to: Helen OTUK  

Surprise!  
 

48:23 to: Ina - Melbourne  

:)  
 

48:30 to: Sarah Bodell  

http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-14  
 

48:38 to: Samar Hassani  

who is going to the nxt session?!  
 

48:46 to: Helen OTUK  

Me  
 

49:05 to: Brock Cook  

ME :)  
 

49:11 to: najma adam  

me 2  
 

49:23 to: Michael Iwama  

me  
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49:56 to: Emma Welsby #2  

.. and me.. :0)  
 

50:21 to: Sarah Bodell  

http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-14  
 

50:39 to: Enrique Henny  

Thank you very much John  
 

50:39 to: John Paley  

Okey-dokey.  
 

50:55 to: John Paley  

Thanks, Sarah.  
 


